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Abstract
Three main schools of thought about knowledge and knowledge management are positivism, non-positivism, and
pluralistic perspective. Their conflict about what knowledge is and what knowledge management endures
without concluding end. This article contributes to the literature by arguing for a different perspective that helps
solve this conflict: pragmatism. Knowledge, for pragmatists, is outcome of inquiry, with the chief value being its
usefulness. From this perspective, we argue for a reflective knowledge management approach, which requires
knowing people and people in charge of the knowledge management function to have an attitude of being that is
called knowledge responsibility.
Keywords: knowledge, knowledge management, pragmatism
1. Introduction
Among many developments taking place recently in the field of management and organization, the movement
emphasizing the role of knowledge is remarkable (Schipper, 2005). With the emergence of the
“knowledge-based view of the firm” (Grant, 1996), knowledge has become a new production factor that
outweighs the traditional ones of land, labor, and capital (Drucker, 1993; de Geus, 1997). Because of its impact,
it is often argued that the development of knowledge must not be left to chance, but should be systematically
managed (Schipper, 2005). In fact, the literature of knowledge management has developed quickly and the topic
has demonstrated increasing diversity and specialization (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2003). Knowledge
management has also become a term commonly used in today’s business environment and has been usually
associated with large-budget projects (de Geus, 1988). Many firms have explicitly recognized the role of
knowledge management by including “knowledge manager” or “Chief Knowledge Officer” in their
organizational charts (Johnson, 2000).
Knowledge is not a simple and concrete subject and ideas concerning knowledge management cannot be
discussed without the introduction of epistemological themes (Schipper, 2005). Philosophers, theoreticians and
practitioners alike have been deliberating the nature of knowledge for years. The quest for knowledge in
different scientific paradigms has always been conducted in essentially different belief systems, and different
perspectives about knowledge management have developed accordingly. We can identify three main schools of
thought about knowledge and knowledge management: positivism, non-positivism, and pluralistic perspective.
Non-positivism includes constructivism, phenomenology, interpretivism, idealism, and hermeneutics
(Jarzabkowski et al., 2010; Wicks & Freeman, 1998), but the name non-positivism is used here because the
development of these paradigms has not come to a stable state (Avenir, 2010; Guba & Lincoln, 1994). Scholars
in pluralistic perspective identify themselves in both positivist and non-positivist schools since they advocate a
pluralistic epistemology.
Regardless of these schools of thought, the very meaning of knowledge appears to remain elusive due to a
polarization of the varying discourses about knowledge. Critiques about different approaches in knowledge
management have been made. The debate continues without a concluding end. With conflicting points of view
about knowledge and knowledge management that endure (e.g. Alvesson & Karreman, 2001), the decline of
knowledge management in business organizations is inevitable (Hislop, 2010). Thus, this paper contributes to the
literature by arguing for a perspective: the pragmatist philosophy about knowledge and knowledge management.
It helps address the gulf and conflict between existing schools of thought by proposing an encompassing view to
eliminate their opposition.
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This article is organized as follows. First, we present the aforementioned schools of thought about knowledge
and knowledge management in the literature. We then point out the pitfalls in each perspective and the problems
of maintaining their meaningless opposition. This section is followed by a presentation of our methodology. We
then start our discussion of the pragmatist perspective about knowledge and knowledge management. To this
end, we render our pragmatist-inspired interpretations of knowledge by heavily drawing on John Dewey. In light
of this discussion, we present the pragmatist view about knowledge management, which can be named reflective
knowledge management (Schipper, 2005). The article ends with a conclusion.
2. Knowledge and Knowledge Management in the Literature
A passionate debate about what knowledge is and what forms or types of it are available can be identified in the
literature. One can distinguish the positivist and non-positivist perspectives in this debate. It is important to note
that the distinction between these two standpoints has been made by using different labels such as positivist
versus constructivist (Vera & Crossan, 2003), perceptive and cognitive versus social and constructionist,
possession versus process, or cognitive-possession versus social-process (Chiva & Alegre, 2005). We also
observed that many scholars adopt a pluralistic epistemology and identify themselves with both schools of
thought. As different views of knowledge lead to different perceptions of knowledge management (Alavi &
Leider, 2001), three different perspectives about knowledge management have developed accordingly. In this
section, we will discuss these three perspectives about knowledge and knowledge management.
2.1 Positivist Perspective about Knowledge and Knowledge Management
According to Spender (1996a) and Chiva and Alegre (2005), followers of positivist school believe that
knowledge is justified true belief. They all share the idea of knowledge as perceptive and as a commodity. Thus,
emphasis is placed on the possession of knowledge. Knowledge is defined as a collection of representations of
the world that is made up of a number of objects and events. This school posits that knowledge is universal and,
hence, two cognitive systems should come up with the same representation of the same objects or situations. It is
free from the influences of any subjective assumptions that may distort the reality (Taylor, 2006). Knowledge is
assumed to take an explicit form, adhering to an objectivity that enables organizational researchers to represent
the way the world actually is (Aram & Salipant, 2003) not from a place within it, but from nowhere in particular
(Zundel & Kokkalis, 2010). Thus, it is possible to codify, store and transmit knowledge between people.
Learning, in this perspective, is the improvement of representations.
The conventional wisdom of this school of thought is that knowledge exists prior to and independently from the
knowing subject, who creates no knowledge in the act of appropriation (Chiva & Alegre, 2005). Knowledge
methodologically precedes its application in specific circumstances in the organizational (Donaldson, 1996). It is
assumed to be translatable into actions that help solve practical problems and advance organizational practice
(Tranfield & Starkey, 1998). Seen from this perspective, knowledge precedes action and is distinguishable from
action (Jarzabkowski et al., 2010).
In this perspective, knowledge management is defined as “the explicit control and management of knowledge
within an organization aimed at achieving the company’s objectives”, “the formal management of knowledge for
facilitating creation, access, and reuse of knowledge, typically using advanced technology”, “the process of
creating, capturing, and using knowledge to enhance organizational performance”, or “the ability of
organizations to manage, store, value, and distribute knowledge” (Vera & Crossan, 2003). The goal of
knowledge management is to capture, codify and distribute organizational knowledge via the application of
information and communication technologies so that it can be shared by all employees. It focuses on knowledge
use, not knowledge creation. The target of all investments in knowledge management is the individual workers
and the extent to which he or she has access to, and can leverage – information needed to get the job done
(McElroy, 2000).
2.2 Non-positivist Perspective about Knowledge and Knowledge Management
In the study of knowledge, although the positivist school is the predominant one, it has been increasingly
challenged and complemented by the non-positivist school (Vera & Crossan, 2003), shifting the notion of
knowledge as a commodity that individuals or organizations may acquire to the study of knowledge as socially
constructed and held collectively in organizations. This school proposes the idea that reality is socially
constructed or conceived and is based on social interactions and discursive behaviours (Chiva & Alegre, 2005).
The only kind of reality we can consciously know is constituted by the kind of distinctions we make in language
(Heaton & Taylor, 2002). When people live in different operational contexts, they perceive different realities.
This approach understands knowledge as not as a representation, but a constructing or creating acts, in other
words, as a process. It is something which we do, not something that we possess (Chiva & Alegre, 2005).
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The notions of practice and communities of practice are very important in this school of thought. A community
of practice is “a set of relations among persons, activity, and world, over time” (Lave & Wenger, 1991). The
participants are united in both action and in the meaning that action has, both for themselves and for the larger
collective (Lave & Wenger, 1991). The practice of a community of practice is the specific knowledge that the
community members develop, share and maintain. It can contain ideas, information, documents, or styles that
community members share (Wenger, McDermott, & Snyder, 2002). It is “the way in which work gets done and
knowledge is created” (Brown & Duguid, 1998, 2001), or “the coordinated activities of individuals and groups in
doing their “real work” as it is informed by a particular organizational or group context” (Cook & Brown, 1999).
Knowledge is defined as embedded in situated practices of individual (Gherardi, 2000). “Practice articulates
knowledge in and about organizing as practical accomplishment, rather than as a transcendental account of
decontextualized reality” (Gherardi, 2000). Moreover, knowledge is situated in the historical, social and cultural
contexts in which it arises and embodied in a variety of forms and media. It is acquired through some form of
participation, and it is continually reproduced and negotiated (Nicolini, Gherardi, & Yanow, 2003).
In this perspective, scholars have developed different concepts to better indicate the practice-based nature of
knowledge. Brown and Duguid (1998) elaborated the distinction between “know-how” and “know-what”.
Know-what is something people carry around in their head and pass between each other. It embraces the ability
to put knows-what into practice. Know-how is produced and held in particular communities of practice. Cook
and Brown (1999) critiqued the positivist school for viewing knowledge as something to be used in action and
not as part of action. They argued for a perspective that does not treat these as separate or separable, a
perspective that focuses on the knowledgeability of action, that is on knowing (a verb connoting action, doing,
practice) rather than knowledge (a noun connoting thing, elements, facts, processes). Orlikowski (2002)
developed the notion of organizational knowing as a substitution for the notion of organizational knowledge. It
emerges from the ongoing and situated actions of organizational members as they engage the world.
Learning is, thus, the participation and interaction in communities of practice. The content of learning in this
perspective is the identity formation at work (Elkjaer, 2004), in other words, becoming old-timer in a community
of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991). The distinction between learning and knowledge disappears (Chiva &
Alegre, 2005).
Overall, the non-positivists all agree on the assumption that the inquirer and the phenomenon under inquiry
cannot be separated in the knowledge process. They critique the positivist viewpoint that knowledge precedes
action. The construction of knowledge is rooted in practice and the development of theory is a systematic
extension of practice (Scherer & Steinmann, 1999 in Jarzabkowski et al., 2010). We cannot know an
independent, objective world that stands apart from our experience of that world (Avenir, 2010).
In this perspective, knowledge management scholars acknowledge the importance of communication and social
interaction processes that will allow knowledge sharing to occur (Hislop, 2009). Critiques have been mounted of
the positivist perspective precisely on the grounds that it ignores the social architecture of knowledge exchange
within organizations (Easterby-Smith & Lyles, 2003) and completely side-steps the question of how knowledge
is created, disseminated, renewed and applied (Cavaleri, 2004; McElroy, 2000). To this end, developing
communities of practice has been viewed as a popular approach for knowledge management because they favour
situated and context-dependent learning and knowledge creation (Wenger, 2004). Scholars believes that we can
manage knowledge by promoting social networks and the cultivation of trust, norms and shared values amongst
employees that constitute communities of practices (Bresnen et al., 2003).
2.3 Pluralistic Perspective about Knowledge and Knowledge Management
Some authors have tried to provide an alternative perspective that combine both positivist and non-positivist
schools. They propose that organizations have different types of knowledge, and that identifying and examining
these will lead to more effective means for generating, sharing, and managing knowledge (Orlikowski, 1996). As
a result, classifications of knowledge have been developed and then used to examine the various strategies and
techniques, through which different types of knowledge are created, codified, converted, transferred, and
exchanged. A well-known typology of knowledge is the distinction between explicit and tacit knowledge put
forward by Nonaka (1994) based on the work of Polany. Explicit knowledge refers to knowledge that is
transmittable in formal, systematic language. Tacit knowledge has a personal quality, which makes it hard to
formalize and communicate. Explicit knowledge can be converted to tacit knowledge and vice versa. Spender
(1996b) adopted a pluralistic epistemology to capture different types of knowledge that organizations make use
of. For him, knowledge can be held by an individual or a collectivity. It can also be explicit or implicit. Thus,
there are four types of knowledge: conscious, objectified, automatic, and collective. The first three types of
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knowledge take the same idea of knowledge as perceptive and as a commodity while the last type indicates that
knowledge is socially constructed. Similarly, for Kogut and Zander (1992), knowledge of the firm must be
understood as socially constructed. However, they still point out that one property of knowledge is the degree of
codifiability and coded knowledge is alienable from the individual who codified it. Alavi and Leider (2001)
concluded from their review of the literature that knowledge can be referred to as declarative, procedure, causal,
conditional, and relational. Additional knowledge taxonomies such as local versus universal, codified versus
uncodified, canonical versus non canonical, have also been elaborated (Tsoukas, 1996).
This perspective alludes to the distinction between two positivist and non-positivist perspectives and state that
we should approach the tasks associated with knowledge management by using two distinct strategies: a
codification strategy centered on information technology and its associated resources and a personalization
strategy centered on managing people and developing communities of practice (Hansen et al., 1999). Sanchez
(2005) also says that both approaches of knowledge management are likely to be needed in any organization.
Each approach has its own advantages and disadvantages. The objective for knowledge managers is therefore to
create a knowledge management strategy that synthesizes the right combination and balance of the two.
3. Critique of the Perspectives and Their Opposition
The above perspectives about knowledge and knowledge management and their opposition bear some important
critiques, which will be presented in this section.
Although the non-positivist scholars have pointed out a certain inadequacy of the conceptualization of
knowledge in the positivist perspective, they have not offered a well-founded alternative. The proliferation of
different varieties of constructivist perspectives generates enormous confusion, which is not favourable to
knowledge development (Avenir, 2010). Moreover, it has been claimed that the constructivists critiques the
positivist ones but unwittingly retain the assumptions behind it. Rather than moving beyond such assumptions,
the constructivists simply invert them (Wicks & Freeman, 1998). That is, while positivism aims at finding and
describing knowledge, constructivists worry about creating knowledge. The emphasis shifts from finding the
right knowledge to making lots of new and different types of knowledge. By admitting that knowledge is
one-sided, partial, and subjective, the non-positivist perspective is trapped in the problem of how much or what
kinds of knowledge are used. It is from this perspective that relativism (which means that all methods, insights,
points of view, and moral values are equally valid) becomes a fundamental problem. “Researchers are caught in
a web of subjective activities where they only get a partial and distorted glimpse of reality. They continue to be
troubled by their inability to fully know reality and apologize for the bias and subjectivity of their work rather
than rejecting positivist notions of objectivity altogether” (Wicks & Freeman, 1998, p. 128).
Moreover, non-positivist perspective has not provided any feasible approach to knowledge management. The
notion of community of practice itself is problematic. Many authors have pointed out the ambiguous or
ill-defined aspects of the notion (Handley et al., 2006; Robet, 2006). It has become popular in knowledge
management literature because it marks the passage from a cognitive and individual vision of knowledge and
learning to a social and situated one. It encompasses a plurality of concepts related to the practice perspective:
for instance, the situatedness and sociality of practices, the central importance of practical know-how for work,
the existence of collective identities, and the importance of learning processes within a community of
practitioners (Corradi, Gherardi & Verzelloni, 2010). From the practice perspective, communities of practice are
just one of the forms of organizing. Referring to a community of practice is not a way to postulate the existence
of a new informal grouping or social system within the organization, but is a way to emphasize that every
practice is dependent on social processes through which it is sustained and perpetuated, and that learning takes
place through the engagement in that practice (Gherardi, Nicolini, & Odella, 1998).
The conflict between positivism and non-positivism has resulted in what Alvesson and Karreman (2001)
described as “inconsistent, vague, broad, two-faced, and unreliable” concept of knowledge. Thus, it is
understandable that most literature on knowledge management and/or organizational knowledge creation tends
to treat management as something that is either self-evident, unproblematic or black-boxed, unexplicated
(Alvesson & Karreman, 2001). Ten years later, from a review of academic work on organizational knowledge
creation, Nonaka and von Krogh (2009) found that the debate between these perspectives still continues,
resulting in unanswered questions about knowledge and knowledge creation. The authors suggested how the
controversies might be resolved by reiterating their pluralistic perspective and upholding the Nonaka’s (1994)
conceptualization of tacit and explicit knowledge, which themselves are not without critiques (Tsoukas, 1996).
The pluralist perspective can also be critiqued for considering tacit and explicit knowledge as two separate types
of knowledge (Tsoukas, 1996). Nonaka (1994) and Nonaka and von Krough (2009) argued that tacit and explicit
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knowledge are not separate to the extent that the two types are “mutually complementary” in their dynamic
interaction with each other in activities by individuals and groups. However, tacit knowledge is the necessary
nature of all knowledge, the tacit and explicit nature of knowledge is inseparably related (Tsoukas, 1996).
According to Tsoukas (1996), for such taxonomic thinking to be possible, the conceptual categories along which
the phenomena are classified must be assumed to be discrete, separate, and stable. The problem is that they
hardly ever are.
In their attempt to resolve the controversies between existing perspectives on knowledge and knowledge
management, Nonaka and von Krough (2009) mentioned briefly about the philosophy of pragmatism but did not
discuss in detail their potential contribution to the debate.
4. Methodology
In order to deal with these controversies, we adopt a theoretical methodology rather than an empirical one. We
do not conduct field study, but attempt to identify an alternative theoretical foundation that can replace or bridge
the divide between the existing perspectives about knowledge and knowledge management.
There are several criteria in selecting an alternative theoretical foundation: it should be able to transcend
competing assumptions about the knowledge of positivist and non-positivist paradigms; it should provide
direction on how knowledge should be managed effectively. These criteria can be termed the philosophical
challenge and empirical challenge, respectively.
The search for an alternative theory starts with an overview of different philosophies that are known to discuss
about knowledge and/or learning. We include the philosophies about learning in our search because learning and
knowledge are inter-related. Discussion of knowledge is always related to that about learning and vice versa. We
then classify the philosophies into three categories: positivist, non-positivist, and others. The category “others”
refers to the philosophies that have links with both positivism and non-positivism. From our search, we come to
identify the pragmatist philosophy of John Dewey as an appropriate theoretical perspective that may help us
address our problematic and heated debates between different camps of knowledge and knowledge management.
In the next sections, we will present the pragmatist view of knowledge and knowledge management and discuss
how it can help resolve the existing controversies.
5. Knowledge through the Pragmatist Perspective
5.1 Pragmatism: A Short Introduction
Before discussing the concept of knowledge from pragmatist perspective, it is worth mentioning the notions of
experience, situation, and inquiry that are conceptualized by John Dewey. For Dewey, an individual is a being
interacting with an environment. Dewey’s perspective on the relationship between the individual and the
environment is configured by his concept of experience (1958). Our experience includes something had, an
undergoing of things which “happen to us”, and responsive “taking”. Experiencing is about suffering and
enjoyment, about the feeling of need and the making of effort, while what is experienced is anything which can
occur to anyone (Dewey, 1916). There are times when the ongoing individual-environment interaction breaks
down. Ongoing action is interrupted. Dewey terms these instances problematic situations. The problematic of a
situation initiates inquiry. Inquiry is reflective problem-solving which changes the problematic situation into a
determinate one (Dewey, 1938). The process of inquiry consists of the cooperation of two kinds of operations:
existential (the actual transformation of the situation) and conceptual (reflection or thinking) (Dewey, 1938). In
inquiry, the problem of the situation and its possible solution are progressively determined with reference to
future consequences. The first step toward the identification of problem lies in the collection of facts. These facts
help formulate the hypothesis about the problem and possible solution. The hypothesis articulates a relationship
between actions and consequences on the basis of a hypothetical interpretation of the problem and possible
solution. The hypothesis is not sufficient to deal with problematic situation. The individual needs action to
actually test the hypothesis. If the action indeed has the expected result, a unified situation has been created and
the process of inquiry comes to an end (Dewey, 1938). In a sense we could say that the occurrence of a unified
situation proves that the hypothesis was correct or warranted (Biesta & Burbules, 2007).
5.2 Knowledge Seen through a Pragmatist Lens
In this perspective, knowledge is defined as being the outcome of inquiry (Dewey, 1938). This conceptualization
of knowledge encompassed both positivist and non-positivist perspectives. First, there is generalized knowledge,
such as the kind of knowledge that explains why turning a handle causes the door to open (Polkinghoime, 2000).
It is the convergent and cumulative effect of perpetual inquiry that defines knowledge in its generalized meaning
(Biesta & Burbules, 2007). However, knowledge is not a mirror of reality and the role of science is not to make
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knowledge as true as possible so it represents reality in an accurate way (Fenstermacher & Sanger, 1998). There
is not, on the one hand, knowledge and, on the other, the real world. Second, the context-dependent and personal
nature of knowledge is acknowledged. However, knowledge is not a construction of the human mind, but a
construction that is located in the transaction between us and the environment (Biesta & Burbules, 2007).
It can be said that pragmatists move beyond the polarization of knowledge as universal versus situated between
positivism and non-positivism. Moreover, unlike the pluralistic perspective, they do not see universal /explicit
and situated/tacit knowledge as two separated types interacting along the continuum (Nonaka & von Krogh,
2009). They see all knowledge as having both particularizing and generalizing functions working together
(Dewey, 1916). A confused situation has to be cleared up by resolving it into sharply defined details. Without the
particulars identified in our transactions with the environment, there is no material for knowing and no
intellectual growth. Without placing these particulars in the context of the meanings brought out in the larger
experience of the past, particulars are meaningless.
Pragmatism regards knowledge as provisional. As the outcome of inquiry, knowledge is always related to the
settlement of a particular situation by a particular inquiry. There is no guarantee that the conclusion reached by it
will always remain settled (Dewey, 1938). Theoretically speaking, all particular conclusions of specific inquiries
are components of an enterprise that is continually renewed (Biesta & Burbules, 2007). Moreover, knowledge
cannot be subjected to universally valid interpretations. Instead, pragmatists advocate multiple interpretations of
events. Pragmatic inquiry concerns itself with the identification of various standpoints, in order to view a
problem in more detail, and from different angles (Metcalfe, 2008). Somewhat provocatively, pragmatists
consider the sole focus on generalizing and generalized knowledge as counter-productive and illogical (Dewey,
1938).
Pragmatists would share with non-positivists the argument that knowledge is embedded in situated practices of
individual. Their view about knowledge and action is that they are undivided in a totality. But they also
emphasize the role of thought and reflection in generating new knowledge. Thought and reflection are significant
to inquiry (Dewey, 1938). Explicit actions enable us to determine the worth and validity of our reflective
considerations. Without observable actions, we have at most a hypothesis about a problem and its solution. In
order to gain knowledge, we need action (Dewey, 2005). Action, however, does not qualify as the sole
prerequisite for knowledge. Knowing, then, is not the possession of knowledge. It is not something that takes
place inside the human mind (Biesta & Burbules, 2007). Knowing is itself an activity. “Knowing consists of
operations that give experienced objects a form in which the relations, upon which the onward course of events
depends, are securely experienced” (Dewey, 2005, p. 295).
From a pragmatist perspective, the chief value of knowledge is its usefulness as an organizing device with which
to solve social and organizational problems, thereby improving the working, living, and social conditions of
communities (Dewey, 1927). The usefulness of knowledge is an important criterion to differentiate between
meaningful and not meaningful knowledge (Dewey, 1931). Dewey argues that it is not the possibility of
knowledge, but its point – the uses we make of it – that must occupy our inquiries into its nature (Dewey, 1972).
This principle is further explicated by what James (1907/1910) in Metcalfe (p. 1094, 2008) wrote: “what works
best in a particular situation”.
6. Implications for Knowledge Management from the Pragmatist Perspective
The positivist and non-positivist perspectives in knowledge management are often considered as the first and the
second generations of knowledge management (McElroy, 2000), reflecting the dominance of the former in the
past and the increasingly influence of the latter in recent years.
From the pragmatist epistemology of knowledge, we argue for an approach of knowledge management that can
be called reflective knowledge management (Schipper, 2005). Reflective knowledge management embraces the
both positivist and non-positivist schools of knowledge management and shares the point of view of pluralistic
perspective of knowledge management. It argues for the participation of all knowing people in the sharing of
knowledge and does not deny the role of IT in knowledge management. However, it requires knowing people
and people in charge of the knowledge management function to have an attitude of being that can be called
knowledge responsibility. There are also some potential pitfalls of existing knowledge management perspectives
that reflective knowledge management addresses.
As the chief value of knowledge for pragmatists is its usefulness - useful in the sense of helping people to better
cope with the world or to create better organizations, knowledge does not stand on its own but must be
intrinsically linked to something else, be it a purpose, a problem, or a common project. Schipper (2005) used the
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term knowledge responsibility to describe this pragmatist feature of knowledge. Knowledge responsibility has
two sides. On the one hand, it concerns a responsibility for improving knowledge claims. This means one has to
be careful in his/her knowledge claims. It also means that one has to be open to different interpretations of
events, acknowledge different concepts and classificatory schemes, and identify various standpoints from which
a problem can be viewed in more detail and from different angles (Minnich, 2005). On the other hand, there is a
responsibility for the knowledge other people have. When one engages in inquiry to strive for better
understanding and improve his/her actual knowledge claims (Dewey, 1938), that person exercises the first side
of knowledge responsibility. If this person thinks that some knowledge claims should be known by others as
well, it is a manifestation of the second side of knowledge responsibility. To put this responsibility into effect,
the constructive criticism of knowledge claims made by others and the real sharing of one’s own knowledge and
doubts are important means.
“Knowledge management is nothing but the proper exercise of knowledge responsibility” (Schipper, 2005).
Schipper did not deny the importance of seeking financial returns on knowledge for business organizations, but
argued that the issue would be more properly denoted as the “economics” of knowledge, and the economics of
knowledge as such does not necessarily exclude the involvement of knowledge management as the exercise of
knowledge responsibility.
Reflective knowledge management as defined is not a novel phenomenon (Schipper, 2005). People always
exercise knowledge responsibility amid other activities. Inquiries enter into every area of life and into every
aspect of every area in an intimate and decisive way (Dewey, 1938). It is part of life to inquire the world, to mull
things over, to make evaluations and draw conclusions. Inquiries may guide actions towards overcoming
immediate impediment or direct efforts towards desired outcomes (Dewey, 1938).
What is new is the fact that these kinds of activities are being regarded as a separate management function
managed by some CKO or knowledge managers (Schipper, 2005). When a separate knowledge management
function is set up, there are some risks that reflective knowledge management as advocated here should be
conscious of. They include the risk of a dominant management focus, misplaced universality, collective myopia,
and forgotten absence. They will be presented below.
6.1 Management Focus
The risk of management focus implies that knowledge is disseminated from a general management perspective,
without real attention being paid to the concrete problems and wishes of the people involved and affected
(Schipper, 2005). We reiterate one more time that pragmatism advocates usefulness as the criterion of desirable
knowledge (Dewey, 1927, 1931). Useful knowledge is differentiated from useless knowledge by its practicality –
the uses we make of it. Thus, it is important to avoid the pitfall of management focus by keeping in mind that
activities which we often label “knowledge management” were originally embedded in the practice of the
knowing people themselves. Unreflectively isolating such people from their primary context in terms of a
separate management function will trap us in the risk of making knowledge irrelevant and useless (Schipper,
2005).
The importance of avoiding the problem of management focus is implied in the four themes of knowledge that
we discussed above. Involving knowing people in reflective knowledge management is needed to ensure their
participation in organizations, society and communities and take control of their transactional knowledge. A
multi-perspective sharing of knowledge, hence, reciprocity in the organization is achieved only when different
people participate in the knowledge processes. From participation and reciprocity, we have the sustainability of
democratic knowledge processes. We also need to respect their experience-based knowledge and the fact that
everyone’s experience is equally real.
6.2 Misplaced Universality
As the outcome of inquiry, knowledge does not represent universally valid interpretations (Dewey, 1938). Thus,
one should ascertain the relevance or practicality of the knowledge claims mobilized to accomplish something
(Schipper, 2005). A given fact is to be considered as answer to a particular question of fact. The relevance must
always form part of the questions involved. Therefore, knowledge management should be reflective – that is, it
should be self-conscious of the different aspects of the context, in order to prevent the pitfall of universality
(Schipper, 2005).
A common method in knowledge management is to use (financial) reward for knowledge sharing activities in
order to enhance communication. However, it may lead to undesired consequence because of the pitfall of
universality (Schipper, 2005). Such reward must be used carefully in the context of knowledge management.
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6.3 Collective Myopia
As presented, besides general knowledge that is the convergent and cumulative effect of perpetual inquiry, all
the people involved in a subject matter have their particular experiences which also matter. We have to take into
account their multi-perspective experiences because we have different realities of experience. Thus, knowledge
responsibility requires that people are eager to learn from each other as well as being willing to criticize all the
knowledge claims that are being made (Schipper, 2005). Cooperation and sharing of knowledge can help correct
the risks associated with individual work such as overestimation of one’s own performance. This attitude of
being in the organization is necessary for reciprocal learning.
However, it should be noted that knowledge sharing does not guarantee that high quality knowledge will be
attained, because a collective myopia – a kind of unreflective groupthink – can take hold (Schipper, 2005). In
such a situation, the possibility of not really exploring different perspectives of the people involved is significant.
In order to prevent this, it is important that the first aspect of knowledge responsibility is really active. It is here
that the democratic knowledge process in the organization comes into play so that criticisms of the knowledge
claims are made irrespective of hierarchical order (Schipper, 2005).
6.4 Forgotten Absence
Related to the issue of misplaced universality is the pitfall of forgotten absence (Schipper, 2005). This is the
tendency to place symbolic representations (such as file, note, report, etc.) at the center of attention, thereby
making appearance replace substance. The possibility of doing so in the organization is high because the
representations function can serve as an effective means of communication. The personal involvement in
knowledge, its relational character and quality are easily forgotten, because the representation itself is the only
thing present
As knowledge is always related to the settlement of a particular situation by a particular inquiry, one way of
coping with this pitfall is to contact the original inquirer who created a given symbolic representation. The
person may be able and willing to link it with a new situation in which inquiry occurs. This gives the possibility
of rethinking the representation, thereby influencing knowledge quality in a positive way (Schipper, 2005). Thus,
all knowledge, as outcome of inquiry, is continually renewed.
This pitfall is likely to happen in the case of IT (Schipper, 2005). IT projects are often considered to be a
powerful means of knowledge sharing. But only if IT remains embedded in original modes of cooperation,
where the people involved are familiar with each other and with the issues concerned and conscious of the pitfall
of representation, can we expect something positive to happen (Schipper, 2005).
7. Conclusion
Knowledge management has become an important topic in both the academic world and the business
environment. Three main schools of thought about knowledge and knowledge management can be identified:
positivism, non-positivism, and pluralistic perspective. Their conflicting perspectives about what knowledge is
and what knowledge management should do endure without concluding end. Critiques about all these three
schools of thought and the negative consequences of their continuing opposition have been pointed out.
This article contributes to the literature by arguing for a different school of thought that helps solve the conflict
between existing schools of thought: the pragmatist perspective about knowledge and knowledge management.
This perspective bridges the gulf between the existing schools by proposing an encompassing view to eliminate
their opposition. It moves beyond the polarization of universal and situated knowledge. Moreover, it does not
take a rather simplistic view that see universal and situated knowledge is two separated types interacting with
each other along the continuum (Nonaka & von Krogh, 2009). It sees all knowledge as partly universal and
partly situated.
Our discussion of the pragmatist perspective about knowledge and knowledge management is drawn heavily
from pragmatist philosophy. Knowledge, for pragmatists, is outcome of inquiry, with the chief value being its
usefulness in helping people to better cope with the world or to create better organizations. In light of this
perspective, we argued for an approach of knowledge management that can be called reflective knowledge
management, which requires knowing people and people in charge of the knowledge management function to
have an attitude of being that is called knowledge responsibility. This implies that the organization should be
conscious of and try to avoid some risks in managing knowledge: dominant management focus, misplaced
universality, collective myopia, and forgotten absence. Knowledge should not be disseminated from a general
management perspective and disconnected from real users; it should not be considered as universal and
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applicable to any situation at hand; it should not be simply codified and stored in a database, knowledge must be
seen in context and action. Most importantly, people must be eager to learn from each other.
In implementing reflective knowledge management, the organization should be aware of these risks. Employees
need to be trained so that misunderstanding about knowledge and knowledge management can be avoided. They
should also be encouraged to learn and share knowledge with each other. To this extent, further research is
needed to identify effective ways to promote that mindset among employees.
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